Introduction Double balloon enteroscopy (DBE) offers the ability for diagnostic and therapeutic intervention in the small bowel. The procedure takes an average of an hour to carry out and can be uncomfortable for the patient. It also has an associated learning curve for the endoscopist. The depth of insertion is a subjective estimation of the total number of passes into the small bowel. The success/diagnostic yield of the procedure relies upon patient tolerability and locating the target lesion or bleeding point. The aim of this study was to assess the technical success rate for routine DBE over time in comparison to sedation dose used.

Methods A prospective review of the 290 DBE procedures done since the start of the service was conducted. The majority of patients underwent a capsule endoscopy either locally or at our centre prior to DBE which helped to guide the chosen route. Data was collected for sedation/analgesia used, procedure length, number of passes into the small bowel and diagnostic yield between the initial 145 (group 1) and latter 145 procedures (group 2). Similar comparisons were also done between the oral and anal routes of DBE.

Results The DBE procedures were performed from July 2006 to Nov 2012 by two endoscopists. Whilst the median doses of midazolam used between the two groups were similar (median 5 mg versus 6mg, p = 0.8), a greater amount of fentanyl was used in group 2 (median 50mcg versus 100mcg, p < 0.001). There was no difference in the procedure length or the number of passes recorded by the endoscopists. However there was a significant increase in the diagnostic yield in the latter group (52% versus 56%, p < 0.001).

A total of 165 oral DBE procedures were done. Whilst there were no differences in the procedures length or number of passes into the small bowel, a greater amount of fentanyl was used in the latter half of the procedures. The diagnostic yield improved significantly in the latter half of the oral DBE procedures (41% versus 61%, p = 0.01). There were 125 anal DBE procedures. There was no difference in procedure characteristics or diagnostic yield for the anal route over time despite higher doses of fentanyl.

Conclusion This study demonstrates an improved diagnostic yield for DBE over time particularly with the oral route and with a greater amount of fentanyl used. The absence of improvement in yield for the anal route in this study is consistent with the literature to date. The anal route remains a challenge for endoscopists due to difficulty achieving a stable platform in the terminal ileum to progress. More education on retrograde techniques would help overcome this limitation.
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PTH-192 ONCE NEGATIVE ALWAYS NEGATIVE? – THE CLINICAL UTILITY OF REPEATING TTG
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Introduction Patients with chronic or recurrent abdominal symptoms, or anaemia, often undergo repeated rounds of investigations including tissue transglutaminase (TTG) antibody testing. The aim of this study was to investigate a) the number of patients having multiple TTG tests b) the risk of having a positive TTG after a past negative test.

Methods A list of all TTG requests between 01/01/02–15/07/12 at our laboratory was created. Patients with an initial negative result, but subsequent positive result, were identified, and their hospital and GP records reviewed. Our institution employed the Aesku (Gri-sters) test prior to 2007 and then the Orgentec test (Diagnosti-cs) and has not used these tests to monitor patients with known Coeliac disease.

Results 44,985 unique patients (65.8%, female, 13.5% under 18 years old) had at least one TTG test carried out over the 10.5-year study period. Use of the TTG test has increased (4 new patient tests in 2002 vs. 11,466 in 2011). 2.0% of first TTG tests were positive (2.2% of the total children and 2.0% of the total adults), 5,872 patients (69.6% female, 16.6% of the total children and 12.5% of the total adults) had more than 1 test, of which 4,815 patients (10.7%) had 2 tests and 1,059 (2.3%) had 3–10 tests. The median interval between the first and the last test was 21 months (range 1 day - 12.6 yrs). Of the patients with more than one test 17 (7 children), without a prior diagnosis of coeliac disease (CD), had a negative TTG test (while taking a normal diet) followed by a positive test. These
included 0.7% of the multiply tested children and 0.2% of the mul-
tiply tested adults. Reasons for re-testing included persistence or 
worsening of initial symptoms (53%) or development of new symp-
toms (76%). There were more women (ratio 3:1). 14/17 (82%)
patients had 1 initial negative then a subsequent positive test, with
a median time between the tests of 20 months (range 3 – 71 months).
3 (18%) had 2 negative tests then a subsequent positive test with
a median time between the first negative test and the
positive test of 36 months (range 30 – 41 months). No patients had
a positive test after 3 or more negative tests. Of the 17 patients with
a negative followed by positive test, 3 had a family history of CD
and 2 children had Down’s Syndrome.

Conclusion Clinicians often repeat TTG tests in adults and chil-
dren when the initial test is negative. The chances of having a posi-
tive TTG test after a negative test, even if symptomatic, is low after
a median interval of 21 months - in adults this risk is 0.2% and in
children 0.7%. In patients with a low pre-test probability of coeliac
disease repeat TTG testing following a negative test is not necessary.
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Introduction Small intestine bacterial overgrowth (SIBO) is char-
acterised by diarrhoea and malabsorption. Identifying those at risk
is key to diagnosis and treatment. We reviewed all glucose-hydrogen
breath tests (GHBTs) performed for suspected SIBO, over a 6-year
period in a single teaching hospital to identify associated risk factors
and assessed the effectiveness of antibiotic treatment among those
with a positive test.

Methods We collected data retrospectively for all GHBTs per-
fomed to investigate possible SIBO from 2006 to 2011. Demo-
graphic data and information concerning potential risk factors for
SIBO were collected by review of clinic letters. A positive GHBT
was defined as a rise of post-glucose end-tidal hydrogen reading >
20 parts per million from pre-dose baseline during the 2-hour 20
minute test period. Frequency of potential risk factors for SIBO
among those with a positive GHBT compared to those with a
negative GHBT were assessed using an odds ratio (OR) along with
a 95% confidence interval (CI). Success of treatment with antibi-
otics for confirmed SIBO was judged according to patient report.

Results 316 patients underwent GHBT during the 6-year period.
Of these, 17 were tertiary referrals and were excluded. Among the
remaining 299 patients median age was 52 years (range:17–91) and
201 (66.9%) were female. 59 (19.7%) patients had a positive GHBT,
232 were negative, and 8 had equivocal results. Among these 59
patients median age was 61 years (range:20–91) and 39 (66.1%)
were female. Of those with a positive test the principal indications
for GHBT were diarhoea in 55 (65.6%), diarhoea and bloating in 9
(16.4%), high stoma output in 4, bloating alone in 3, abdominal
pain in 3, and weight loss in 1. Presence of type II diabetes (OR
2.71, 95% CI 1.08–6.54) and previous intestinal surgery (OR 2.44;
95% CI 1.31–4.56) were significantly associated with a positive
GHBT. Proton pump inhibitor (PPI) use (OR 0.98; 95% CI 0.49–
1.38), previous radiotherapy (OR 0.84; 95% CI 0.30–2.09), pres-
ence of scleroderma (OR 1.27; 95% CI 0.39–3.51), opiate-use (OR
1.21; 95% CI 0.85–2.52), and presence of Crohn’s disease (OR 1.35;
95% CI 0.65–2.70) were not significantly associated with a positive
GHBT.

In total, 43 patients with a positive GHBT received antibiotic
improvement and in 4 the response to therapy could not be ascer-
traced. 

Conclusion Almost 20% of patients undergoing GHBT tested
positive. Risk factors among our series of patients included type II
diabetes and previous surgery. Interestingly, despite assertions from
others, PPI use was not significantly associated with a positive
GHBT. Almost 50% of patients with a positive GHBT responded to
antibiotic treatment on clinical grounds.
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